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I LIKE THE WAY THE DOO DADS FLY
I like the way the doo dads fly
With just a kiss I biev» you up Into the marrow sky
Twirled n' swirled ripe like rotten gold
Cold like silver in a bed stream, trees cracked like egg creams 
The swarm wet green fingery hives 
I like the way the doo dad flies 
Neopolitan landscape runs wet my eyes 
I like the way the doo dads fly
The pink startled morning giggles jus! ahead behind the bush
A dark hollow echo streams
Views me trom a circle formed oř fiber eyes
Speak seek n' sing babble, magnify
like wet shapeless babies
Clearly the dew drops cry
Spfll n' pass from hand to hand
К layed gently ready to explode
N' the sand combed streamed
N' the trouts blur like herdied sperm rainbows
Bubble? like glass spurs paddle 'neath the foot bridge
lily's pad bulb, orange spotty
Frogs lick God's lucky green tongue
Dragon flies bi-planes
The sun Ivjrtg like a lone orange
N' a blue tree fell over ripe into the sea
К swam like a giant starfish

BLEEDING GOLDEN LADDER
Bleeding golden ladder clacked night black lobsters
With one white sun charged shell someone sparkled
With tiny salt dusters popping with the deep pressures oř space
Many reached the emery ocean n' glowed on its bottom
Gripped with sand worn pincetures* for the.» life’s place
Spent loose against tide ripples
Returned up the ladder to top light's return next night
•pincen

ONE NEST ROLLS AFTER ANOTHER
On« nest rolls after another 
Untili there are no longer any birds 
One tongue lashes another 
Untili there are no words 
I love 
Sails
No birds — Don Van VHet
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